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Abstract

A quiet revolution is under way in technologies used for nanoscale cellular imaging. Focused ion 

beams, previously restricted to the materials sciences and semiconductor fields, are rapidly 

becoming powerful tools for ultrastructural imaging of biological samples. Cell and tissue 

architecture, as preserved in plastic-embedded resin or in plunge-frozen form, can be investigated 

in three dimensions by scanning electron microscopy imaging of freshly created surfaces that 

result from the progressive removal of material using a focused ion beam. The focused ion beam 

can also be used as a sculpting tool to create specific specimen shapes such as lamellae or needles 

that can be analyzed further by transmission electron microscopy or by methods that probe 

chemical composition. Here we provide an in-depth primer to the application of focused ion 

beams in biology, including a guide to the practical aspects of using the technology, as well as 

selected examples of its contribution to the generation of new insights into subcellular architecture 

and mechanisms underlying host-pathogen interactions.

Bridging the 3D imaging gap

Biological imaging is a mature discipline, with technologies ranging from X-ray 

crystallography for exploring 3D protein structures at near-atomic resolution to the creation 

of 3D maps of the entire human body in the Visible Human Project1. In between these 

extremes, higher resolution ultrastructural studies have primarily made use of transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), traditionally a 2D technique. The practical limit for the 

thickness of a sample that can be interrogated by TEM is less than half a micrometer; in 

thicker samples the incident electrons in the imaging beam undergo multiple inelastic 

scattering events, leading to a decrease in the information content obtained. Thus large 

samples with thicknesses on the order of micrometers, rather than nanometers, sit in a ‘3D 
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imaging gap’; specific imaging technologies are required to visualize their ultrastructure in 

three dimensions and at high resolution2.

Historically, investigations into the 3D ultrastructure of relatively large biological samples 

such as whole cells and tissues have used serial-section TEM (ssTEM), in which sequential 

sections of resin-embedded samples resembling long ribbons of material are placed on 

electron microscopy (EM) grids and imaged3,4. ssTEM does allow high-resolution imaging 

in x- and y-planes, but its z-resolution is limited by the slice thickness, as each slice is 

represented by just one projection image. Obtaining robust ribbons of ultrathin sections is 

challenging, and a lower limit of 50 nm for the slice thickness is generally accepted. ssTEM 

has been used with considerable success in neuroanatomy, perhaps most famously resulting 

in a wiring diagram of an entire nematode5, but features such as thin dendritic spine necks 

that are smaller than the section thickness in a direction parallel to the electron beam (the z-

axis by convention) cannot be visualized with simple ssTEM.

One approach for obtaining information along the z-axis is TEM tomography, where the 

section is tilted along one or two axes and a series of images are acquired at various tilt 

angles. These 2D images are then algorithmically combined to generate a ‘tomogram’, or a 

3D volume6. Tomography can yield 3D information for every slice, but the reconstruction 

suffers from poor resolution in the axis parallel to the imaging beam because of the ‘missing 

wedge’ of data arising from the restricted tilt range7, as well as from distortion and 

shrinkage of the tissue due to the larger electron dose8. Still, TEM tomography, especially 

under cryogenic conditions, has produced high-resolution 3D maps of small objects such as 

virions, bacteria and sections of cells, as has been reviewed elsewhere9–12. Attempts have 

been made to combine serial sectioning and TEM tomography for imaging larger 

samples13,14, so that instead of a series of 2D images, a series of tomographic 

reconstructions can be obtained, but this adds a layer of complexity to an already tedious and 

manual technique.

Methods based on the use of scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) provide exciting new 

opportunities for increased throughput in 3D imaging. A recently developed technique, array 

tomography15,16, enables coverage of very large volumes at high lateral resolution by means 

of automated serial sectioning. Here, a rotary microtome (i.e., an automated tape-collecting 

ultramicrotome) generates ribbons of sequential sections that are continuously collected on 

an adhesive strip, attached to a large wafer and imaged in the scanning electron microscope. 

In addition to its high-throughput nature, array tomography allows the user to return to the 

region of interest (ROI) for further investigation, as the sections can be stored long term.

Serial block face SEMs (SBF-SEMs) are also increasingly used to slice and image large 

resin-embedded samples17. The user records a traditional SEM image by recording scattered 

electrons originating from and a few nanometers below the surface of a sample. Ordinarily 

the electron yield from a substrate is dependent on its surface topology: highly exposed areas 

yield a brighter signal than recessed regions, giving SEM images a sense of depth. In the 

SBF-SEM, a microtome is adapted to fit inside a chamber in the microscope, and biological 

samples stained with heavy metals and embedded in a hard resin are iteratively sliced at 

user-defined thicknesses (usually 25–100 nm). Electrons scattered from the subsequently 
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exposed faces of the sample (as opposed to from a section) are imaged by the microscope, 

allowing the generation of a stack of up to thousands of 2D images containing ultrastructural 

information for the bulk of the volume. SBF-SEMs have recently been applied to neuronal 

tissue18 to reconstruct neuronal maps of retinas, yielding mechanistic insight into aspects of 

vision and bringing big data into the field of neuronal connectomics19–21. One drawback is 

that a single run of an SBF-SEM destroys the entire sample, regardless of the subvolume 

imaged. The method can be prone to charging artifacts, but these can be mitigated to some 

extent by careful choice of acquisition parameters, heavy metal staining protocols22,23 and 

resin formulations24.

Although both array tomography and the use of SBF-SEMs are high-throughput methods, 

they do have some limitations. The use of a mechanical device to repeatedly slice the sample 

results in a predictable set of artifacts such as knife marks, holes, folds, compression and/or 

stretching. Poor control over the thickness of each slice can also generate artifacts in the 3D 

volume, potentially resulting in inaccuracies in the high-resolution 3D reconstruction of 

features in the sample.

The 3D imaging artifacts arising from the use of a blade to mechanically slice the sample 

can be reduced or eliminated by milling of the sample at a glancing angle using a focused 

ion beam (FIB). FIBs have been used in the semiconductor industry and materials sciences 

for several decades, and more recently their use has extended to biology. The effective use of 

FIB microscopes in 3D biological imaging is the main focus of this review.

A primer to FIB instrumentation

An FIB instrument can have many possible ion sources, including gas field ionization 

sources25 and inductively coupled plasma26. But for most applications, a liquid metal ion 

source is favored. Gallium is preferred because of its low melting point, low volatility and 

low vapor pressure27,28. In a typical FIB setup, when a small reservoir of Ga is heated, the 

liquid metal flows down a needle tip; the application of an extractor voltage to the tip results 

in emission, with an effective source size of ~5 nm. The resulting beam is accelerated, 

directed through several apertures to define the diameter and current, focused through a 

series of lenses and directionally controlled by deflector plates before it interacts with the 

sample. Ga+ ions are heavy, and when they encounter atomic nuclei in a sample they cause 

efficient ‘sputtering’ (i.e., removal of the substrate) at a rate that is dependent on the material 

itself, as well as on the beam parameters. Additionally, Ga is relatively easily ionizable and 

provides a well-defined correlation between beam diameter and beam current, allowing the 

beam to be easily controlled electronically. For example, the Ga+ beam diameter can be 

tuned to ~10 nm or less at low currents (<100 pA) for high-resolution work, whereas a Ga+ 

beam operated at 45 nA results in a beam ~1 mm thick, which is well suited to ablate large 

areas on a sample. The FIB can also efficiently mill through hard materials, and with careful 

calibration of the milling parameters, heterogeneous samples can be milled with few 

artifacts27,29–31. Finally, when used at a glancing angle (i.e., approximately parallel to the 

surface being milled), the FIB can sputter a large number of atoms from the sample with 

negligible implantation of Ga+ ions into the sample’s surface32. This geometry allows for 

very efficient sample milling, and the minimal contamination and charging from Ga+ ions 
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embedded in the sample result in better signal-to-noise ratios and less warping in the 

recorded electronic image.

The FIB can also be used to deposit material (applications usually involve platinum or 

carbon) on various surfaces. When a stream of a gaseous organometallic platinum or 

polymeric carbon compound is flowed atop a sample, the Ga+ beam, operated at a current 

too low to cause a high rate of sputtering, causes the cleavage of the platinum or carbon from 

the volatile components of the precursor compounds. Nonvolatile elements, such as some 

carbon impurities and Ga itself, are then deposited on the sample surface in the immediate 

vicinity of the beam spot. With the ability to accurately place and modify the beam, the user 

can thus use Ga+ ions to either remove or add material with nanoscale spatial control, and 

FIBs have been used for the construction of many prototype devices on micro- to nanoscales 

and for other applications33,34. FIBs have also been used extensively for preparation of 

specimens to be analyzed by scanning transmission electron microscopy and other analytical 

methods, or for ‘lift-out’ protocols where the final analysis is performed outside the FIB 

instrument35,36. For a more in-depth look at these aspects of the FIB, we direct readers to the 

April 2014 edition of MRS Bulletin, and specifically to reviews by Bassim et al.37 and 

Cantoni et al.38

FIB-SEM dual-beam microscopy

When paired with an SEM, the FIB, in and of itself a powerful tool, becomes a useful 

practical instrument for 3D imaging (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Video 1). Commercial 

instruments have both an SEM column (usually oriented vertically) and an FIB column 

oriented 45°–55° with respect to the microscope column (Fig. 1a), although customized 

variants have been used successfully39,40. The FIB and SEM columns have their own 

systems of lenses, apertures and electronics, and generally operate independently of each 

other. A sample placed in the evacuated FIB-SEM instrument chamber can be interrogated 

by either of the beams, or by both beams simultaneously when placed at the coincidence 

point’, where the ion and electron beams coincide in space, usually at a working distance of 

4–5 mm. This allows the user to mill (with the FIB) and image (with the SEM) a specific 

location on a sample without tilting or moving the stage. Most commonly, the sample is 

tilted so that its surface is orthogonal to the incident ion beam. The FIB is then used to mill a 

‘trench’ in front of the ROI, revealing a polished face on the substrate that the microscope 

can image. This geometry allows for extremely efficient and stable milling and imaging of 

large volumes in exchange for a slight reduction in resolution and signal, due to the low 

beam currents and large working distances.

FIB-SEM instruments can be fitted with a wide variety of detectors depending on the 

imaging needs, but they almost always include an Everhart-Thornley secondary-electron 

detector to record electrons that are elastically or inelastically scattered from the surface and 

subsurface of the sample. A detector for back-scattered electrons (BSEs), which captures 

elastically scattered electrons, can also be useful in FIB-SEM imaging. FIB milling yields a 

flat surface with little topology; however, efficient elastic scattering of incident electrons by 

heavy elements compared with that by lighter atoms results in contrast in the BSE image41, 

allowing the detection of chemical differences in the sample. For biological imaging where 
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the sample is fixed, stained and embedded with protocols similar to those for conventional 

TEM, the heavy metal nuclei in the stain can efficiently scatter incident electrons and 

generate robust secondary electron and BSE signals. Although the overall yield of BSEs is 

lower than that of secondary electrons, the BSE signal from the stain is detected at a better 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and has minimal topological contributions, such as those that 

may arise from uneven FIB milling. The resulting image is thus similar in appearance to a 

conventional TEM micrograph, at slightly lower resolution and with the contrast 

reversed41,42. Other detectors, such as X-ray detectors for energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy, can also be used in conjunction with an FIB43,44, although the use of these 

signals in biology has yet to gain wide application. FIB-SEM instruments can also be fitted 

with cryostages and transfer devices for cryogenic applications45–47, as FIB processes work 

with remarkable fidelity at cryogenic temperatures.

In the past few years, FIB technology has been applied to biology primarily in two ways: to 

repetitively mill (and image by SEM) a prepared sample, and to sculpt biological samples to 

render them amenable to imaging by TEM or other modalities. In both cases, FIB 

technology has revealed biology that was previously inaccessible with other 2D imaging 

methods.

FIB-SEM methods for biological applications

A schematic overview of the experimental protocol used to generate 3D images in FIB-SEM 

imaging is provided in Figure 1a48,49. Briefly, the region to be imaged is first protected by a 

layer, or ‘pad’ of platinum or carbon deposited via a Ga+ beam, usually operated at 0.15–1.5 

nA. An area in front of this protective pad is then milled by a FIB operated at a high current, 

typically 15–45 nA, exposing a face of the sample. The operator polishes this face by 

sweeping the FIB across it repeatedly with small advancements until the beam mills into the 

pad, which protects the sample face from uneven milling that could result from the FIB 

‘beam tail’. At the end of the polishing, an unblemished, flat sample face is exposed. Thus 

the FIB operated at a glancing angle acts much as an extremely precise microtome blade, 

creating a sample free of artifacts associated with mechanical sectioning, but with the 

difference that the section abraded away is destroyed, leaving the newly exposed surface of 

the remainder of the sample ready for imaging. This face, and all subsequent faces of the 

sample exposed by iterative milling, is orthogonal to the top surface of the sample. Thus the 

principal axes of an FIB-SEM image stack are orthogonal to the axes described in a typical 

light microscopy experiment.

Typically, the FIB, operated at 0.15–1.5 nA, is advanced by a small user-defined increment, 

resulting in the abrasion of a certain amount of resin-embedded material and revealing a new 

polished face. The SEM then images this surface, often at low landing energies of 1.5–2 

keV. Under these imaging conditions, the recorded back-scatter signals emerge primarily 

from an area <5 nm across and <10 nm thick, setting an empirical lower limit for pixel size 

and slice thickness in order for images to contain nonoverlapping information. The 

definition of resolution with an FIB-SEM is very different than in other modes of EM 

imaging. Although the ultimate ability to resolve features is determined by the SEM, it is 

difficult to quantitate the degradation of resolution due to surface damage resulting from the 
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FIB. Nevertheless, a useful way to assess resolution is to evaluate features visibly. For 

example, in a best-case scenario, the two leaflets of a single lipid bilayer (~6 nm wide) can 

be resolved50. For typical cellular-imaging applications, sample preparation takes 2–6 h, and 

data collection lasts up to 60 h and results in the iterative milling and imaging of several 

thousand slices totaling tens of micrometers in thickness. Images in this stack are then 

aligned computationally and converted to an image volume, which can then be subjected to a 

variety of segmentation methods to reveal, in three dimensions, the features of interest in the 

sample.

In the first reported example of FIB-SEM technology applied to 3D imaging of biological 

specimens, Heymann et al.51 demonstrated application of this iterative milling and imaging 

approach to a variety of biological specimens, including critical-point dried, plastic-

embedded and high-pressure-frozen yeast cells, as well as plastic-embedded tissue 

specimens. Starting from these early studies, where we demonstrated 3D imaging at a 

milling interval of ~200 nm, we extended this technique to various cell types and tissue 

specimens and established workflows for imaging using traditional aldehydefixation 

protocols followed by staining with heavy metals and resin embedding. With these methods 

we were able to demonstrate higher resolutions than previously possible (6 nm lateral, with a 

z-slice thickness of 20 nm), enabling the description of novel subcellular features in 

melanoma cells such as 3D contacts between the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria50. 

Other biological examples followed; FIB-SEM imaging of diatoms revealed new 

architectural features associated with cell division43, and imaging of HIV-infected 

macrophages captured the existence of long virion-filled channels physically that connected 

endocytic compartments to the cell surface52, offering a possible explanation for how 

chronically infected cells continuously and rapidly shed infectious virions into the 

extracellular milieu.

More recently FIB-SEM methods have been used to describe a variety of complex cell-cell 

contacts and subcellular architectures (Fig. 2). Dendritic cells are antigen-presenting cells 

that, in conventional 2D TEM images and light microscopy (LM) phase contrast images, 

appear to display spaghetti-like filopodial membrane extensions53. FIB-SEM imaging of 

these cells in their entirety, conjugated to uninfected T cells, showed that these extensions 

are actually veils’ or sheets that envelop target cells and in cross-section indeed do look like 

thin filopodia54. The virological synapse—the interface between the cells—wass shown to 

be a highly convoluted membrane structure that maximizes the contact area between the 

dendritic cell and the T cell and might explain the high efficiency of cell-to-cell transfer of 

HIV. In imaging of similar cell-cell contacts between HIV-infected astrocytes55, the FIB-

SEM provided the high resolution in all axes required to capture the varying angles, lengths 

and degrees of convolution of these features, revealing aspects of HIV biology that could not 

be captured by 2D imaging.

The total volume that can be imaged in a single FIB-SEM run is limited by the maximum 

deflection and milling depth achievable by the FIB; runs typically yield reconstructed 

volumes of 104–106 μm3, often at higher 3D resolutions than achieved with an SBF-SEM. 

Additionally, the speed with which the required volume can be abraded by the FIB may set 

an upper limit on how much data can realistically be acquired in a single run. Hayworth et 
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al.39 reported a way to circumvent this obstacle, using ‘hot knife microtomy’ to physically 

cut a very large resin-embedded sample into sections ~20 μm thick for imaging by FIB-

SEM. The volumes were then computationally stitched back together with minimal loss to 

generate large 3D reconstructions of Drosophila melanogaster and Mus musculus neuronal 

tissue, adding to an extensive body of studies using SBF-SEMs19,20. SBF-SEMs and FIB-

SEMs have also been used in parallel to capture high-resolution images of events at an 

organismal level, such as blood vessel fusion in zebrafish embryos56. Subtle changes in 

tissue architecture can also be captured by FIB-SEM on account of the high resolution in all 

three axes; for example, liver samples from mice suffering from a disease that causes 

mitochondrial dysfunction57 showed an increase in the Gaussian curvature and surface-area-

to-volume ratios of diseased versus healthy mitochondria. Other researchers took advantage 

of the FIB’s ability to mill heterogeneous samples to create murine bone samples that 

allowed them to generate a detailed 3D analysis of the lacuna-canalicular network58, paving 

the way for detailed studies of bone mechanobiology. We recently reported high-resolution 

FIB-SEM imaging of skeletal muscle, which revealed complex 3D mitochondrial reticular 

structures that were shown to provide a conductive pathway for metabolites for efficient 

energy distribution in these tissues59.

Advances in FIB-SEM technology

Over the past few years, significant developments have improved the scope, resolution, 

robustness and speed of the FIB-SEM imaging process42,60. The use of an ‘in-column’ 

energy-selective back-scatter (EsB) detector has dramatically increased the SNR of samples 

stained with heavy metals. The most common FIB artifact is curtaining’, topological 

undulations on the block face parallel to the beam direction, which results in spurious 

signals at the secondary-electron detector. However, a grid voltage applied at the EsB 

detector filters out all but the highest-energy scattered electrons, so that signals are recorded 

almost exclusively by elastic scattering from the heavy metal-stained regions in the sample. 

Importantly, the EsB detector also filters out all secondary electrons generated from FIB 

milling, allowing for simultaneous operation of the FIB and SEM. Thus, with carefully 

chosen milling and imaging parameters, the ‘down time’ of the idle microscope during FIB 

milling and of the FIB during SEM imaging can be eliminated, dramatically speeding up 

data collection. Additionally, when both the ion and electron beams are kept constantly on 

the imaging face, the resin block, which has poor mechanical and electrical properties, is not 

subjected to a highly variable flux of oppositely charged ions and electrons as it would be 

during switching between milling and imaging modes. In our hands, this results in a 

measurable reduction of warping and whole-scale movements of the sample block with 

respect to the beams. Finally, the FIB constantly mills away material exposed to the imaging 

beam, solving the problem of charge buildup on the image face and thereby improving 

image quality.

In any 3D imaging mode involving physical slicing of the sample, controlling the slice 

thickness is difficult. Although groups using SBF methods have reported ~25-nm slices19,20 

and some groups using FIBs have reported slices as thin as 3 or 5 nm (refs. 42,61,62), the 

ability to mill 3-nm slices (or slices of any particular thickness) consistently throughout the 

sample volume has obvious ramifications for the fidelity of the resulting 3D reconstruction. 
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It is also important to note that reducing the pixel size below the width of the electron beam 

(in x and y) or the penetration depth (z) will result in oversampling and blurring of the 

image; we have found that a pixel size of 3–5 nm and a slice thickness of 5–15 nm are 

appropriate for most room-temperature resin-based applications.

We reported recently60 that depositing a pad consisting of a carbon layer atop a patterned 

platinum layer results in a high-contrast set of notches appearing at predictable (x, y) 
locations in a milled image face. When the location of the notches is tracked in real time 

with the SEM, the FIB can be advanced or retracted just enough to maintain a near-constant 

slice thickness for the length of the FIB-SEM run, allowing for high-fidelity 3D 

reconstructions of small moieties in the sample volume. These notches can also be used to 

correct for thermal and mechanical drifts in x and y that occur during a long data run. 

Additionally, they serve as high-resolution markers for automated beam-tuning protocols 

that can be executed at pre-specified intervals during a long acquisition run; the focus and 

stigmation of the electron beam must be continuously changed and checked as the FIB 

continues to mill into a sample and the imaging face recedes. With these advances, 

extremely stable and high-resolution 2D image stacks can be generated, allowing for the 

location and accurate 3D reconstruction of features as small as individual HIV cores (~60 

nm in length) present in the cytoplasm of a mammalian cell60 (~10,000 mm3) (Fig. 3).

The age-old problem of image resolution versus image size may also be solved with the 

ability to image only certain ROIs on an image face. In most modes of imaging, one must 

choose between imaging large areas at poor resolution and imaging just a fraction of the 

field of view at high resolution. SEM images as large as 1 gigapixel can nowbe generated, 

with any shape or aspect ratio, allowing the imaging of very large areas at high resolution 

(Fig. 3). Alternatively, the user can apply ‘keyframe’ imaging to increase the efficiency of an 

FIB-SEM run, as we have recently reported60. In this approach, the entire field of view is 

imaged at lower resolution in x and y, and at sparser z-slice intervals, and only subareas of 

the entire field that are ROIs are imaged at higher resolution in x, y and z. Thus each sample 

yields two data sets: the keyframes give an overall ultrastructural context, which may be 

useful for correlation with light imaging (described below), and the ROI images can be used 

to create high-resolution subvolume reconstructions.

Correlative imaging with the FIB-SEM

Correlation of light and electron microscopy (CLEM) is by no means a new concept; the 

combination was first used more than 50 years ago to image the ultrastructure of goldfish 

retinas63, as was the use of heavy metal tissue stains that are both electron and light 

opaque64,65. Given that fluorescence allows the imaging of specific moieties with extremely 

high SNRs, as well as of live cells, combining these techniques with EM to obtain 

ultrastructural context is appealing. Several groups have reported advances recently, 

primarily involving the combination of fluorescence microscopy with TEM (at either room 

or cryogenic temperatures) or scanning electron microscopy, and these have been reviewed 

elsewhere66–71. Combining fluorescence microscopy with use of the FIB-SEM allows the 

user to investigate larger volumes; however, there are several technical challenges related to 

sample preparation and post-processing of images. There have been no reports yet of CLEM 
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combined with cryo–FIB-SEM imaging, so here we restrict our CLEM discussion to room-

temperature imaging and discuss cryo-FIB applications separately.

There are several ways to combine CLEM with FIB-SEM imaging. In one approach, the 

fluorescence image is acquired first via either live-cell or fixed-cell microscopy. The sample 

is then prepared by high-pressure freezing and freeze substitution or standard conventional 

methods and imaged by FIB-SEM (Fig. 4). Alternatively, resin-embedded samples can be 

imaged by both LM and EM. Pre-embedding LM has a major advantage in that it can follow 

live fluorescence microscopy. In such a workflow, cells on an alphanumerically coded 

gridded glass coverslip can be imaged live, fixed and embedded; transfer of the grid pattern 

to the resin block allows the cells to be located in the SEM and imaged by FIB-SEM. For 

robust and unbiased correlation, the 3D EM volume generated must be registered to the 3D 

LM data by the use of fiducials (markers that are fixed in space and visible in both imaging 

modalities) or by aligning the membranes and running an affine transform to correct for 

minor deformations caused by the fixing and embedding procedures (Fig. 4). Various groups 

have used fluorescent tags or dyes that retain their fluorescence after staining with altered 

heavy metal concentrations and resin embedding72–74, and recently a combination of soluble 

NSF-attachment proteins and Halo tags coupled with synthetic fluorophores was shown to 

retain signal even at high uranyl acetate concentrations, allowing for superior TEM 

images75. However, to our knowledge, the retention of fluorescence upon interaction with 

the FIB has not been demonstrated in FIB-SEM experiments.

Another CLEM approach is to use true correlative tags, and much work has been done 

recently to discover and use such markers in biology, mostly with TEM75,76. Importantly, 

although many of these tags can be and are being used with FIB-SEM imaging, the 

automated iterative milling and imaging steps preclude any protocol that involves post-

sectioning staining steps. Fluoronanogold and quantum dots77,78 are fluorescent, and their 

electron density allows their visualization in TEM, but the lower resolution of FIB-SEM 

imaging has made it challenging to locate these particles unambiguously in the volume. 

Alternatively, tetracysteine-tagged proteins can be combined with biarsenical labeling 

reagents such as TrAsH or ReAsH for visualization, and singlet oxygen–generating protein 

systems such as miniSOG or flavin mononucleotide79,80, or indeed GFP itself81, can serve 

as genetically encoded tags that generate singlet oxygen species upon illumination; the local 

photoconversion of diaminobenzidine to an osmophilic polymer allows a preferential 

deposition of osmium tetroxide that appear as foci of contrast in the EM image volume.

Regardless of the correlative method used, if there is a time gap between live-cell imaging 

and EM, deformations and shrinkage caused by the conventional EM preparation protocols 

will result in some displacement of the signal in 3D images. Although shrinkage artifacts 

can be reduced to some extent by high-pressure freezing protocols82, this displacement 

combined with the lower resolution of LM, especially along the z-axis, creates a Volume of 

uncertainty’ in correlation that could extend up to several hundred nanometers in any 

direction. Accurate alignment algorithms have significantly reduced this error73, but a final 

manual search is still often required. Ultimately, although there may be no silver bullet that 

yields perfect CLEM results, a combination of advances in imaging, sample preparation and 
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the discovery of new tags is likely to produce higher correlative fidelity and better images in 

both modalities in future experiments.

Cryo-FIB operations

It has been known for several decades that fixing a biological sample in vitreous ice 

preserves it in a near-native state83. Still, there are limits on the thickness of a sample to be 

imaged by TEM84,85, and this has restricted microscopy at cryogenic temperatures to studies 

of small bacteria, viruses and proteins, or the very edges of cells. Thicker samples have been 

studied by vitreous sectioning86, but these samples are affected by the same artifacts as 

regular microtomy samples, as discussed above, as well as the inherent issues of 

contamination and fragility of samples maintained at approximately −135 °C. FIB 

operations, however, perform well under cryogenic conditions, and different groups have 

exploited this to generate TEM-ready lamellae from thick biological samples using various 

approaches.

Marko et al.46 demonstrated that plunge-frozen bacteria located on an exposed area of a 

TEM grid could be thinned using a tangential FIB milling protocol of gradually decreasing 

currents to mill away the material around the sample without causing local heating. The final 

electron-transparent lamella still encased in vitreous ice could then be imaged in scanning 

transmission electron microscopy mode in the FIB itself, or it could be transferred to the 

transmission electron microscope for high-resolution imaging. Other groups have grown 

cells directly on a modified TEM grid reinforced by a modified specimen support or 

cartridge45,47,87 and, after plunge-freezing, ablated parts of the cell at a glancing angle with 

an FIB mill protocol executed at low current. Depending on the sample, one can use either a 

single milling pattern, which generates a thin wedge-shaped volume, or two parallel milling 

patterns above and below a certain height, cutting through part of the cell and leaving a thin 

‘shelf’ attached to the cell on either side (Fig. 5). Annular FIB milling of cellular samples to 

generate a pillar shape allows complete rotation of the specimen during tomography88, and 

other approaches have included FIB milling of cells that have been high-pressure frozen89 or 

drawn in a capillary90, allowing cryo-TEM imaging of various structures located in areas of 

the sample too thick to be electron transparent.

Although in these examples the FIB was used as a preparatory tool, recent studies have 

shown that FIB-SEM imaging, in the manner described above, can be done under cryogenic 

conditions. Schertel et al.61 recently published a protocol by which high-pressure frozen 

mammalian cells can be sequentially milled and imaged by FIB-SEM. Although the contrast 

may be generated from some level of local sublimation, this approach has the potential to 

yield further improvements in resolution and image quality, and it might be possible to 

extend it to cover mammalian cells in their entirety.

Chemical imaging

In addition to the architectural imaging described so far, the FIB has also been used in 

conjunction with unrelated imaging techniques to probe the spatial distributions of chemical 

species in biological samples (Fig. 6). Whereas the information contained in each pixel in 
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microscopy is typically a single grayscale value, various technologies can be used to record 

a chemical signal or spectrum in each pixel. These techniques maybe loosely clumped under 

the appellation “chemical imaging” and are discussed in detail elsewhere91,92; here we 

discuss a few techniques whose scope has been expanded by the use of the FIB.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a powerful and sensitive surface-analysis 

technique that has been applied to biological samples93,94. In SIMS, the top layer (1–2 nm) 

of a substrate is sputtered by a highly focused rastering primary ion beam, and the resulting 

ions are separated according to their mass-to-charge ratios in a mass analyzer to yield a mass 

spectral image of the sample. Here the Ga+ FIB is used not as a primary ion source but 

rather to mill away large portions of the sample to expose surfaces that would not be 

accessible otherwise, with fewer concerns regarding implantation and reconstruction 

accuracy95. Szakal et al.96 recently demonstrated abrasion of the top few micrometers of 

adherent mammalian cells grown on a silicon substrate by a tangential FIB mill parallel to 

the substrate, yielding a clean cross-section of the cells that exposed their interior. These 

cells were then probed by a cluster beam, and chemical signatures from the nucleus and 

cytoplasm were retrieved with ~400-nm spatial resolution (Fig. 6). In a similar study, James 

et al.97 used an FIB to sequentially ablate layers of adherent macrophages and used scanning 

X-ray microscopy to visualize and measure the uptake of ZnO nanoparticles in the cells.

A very different chemical imaging technique called atom probe tomography98 (APT) is 

much more dependent on FIB milling; a central requirement of APT is that the substrate be 

needle-shaped, with a diameter of ~100 nm. APT has been used to generate elemental maps 

of materials such as nanowires, as well as other materials that can be milled by the FIB until 

they attain the requisite shape and size99,100. In a pilot application to biological material, we 

showed recently that when adherent cells are encased in multiple layers of conductive 

material to mitigate their poor mechanical and electrical properties, portions of the cells 

could be carefully excised via FIB ‘wedge’ techniques101 and subjected to a circular FIB 

milling protocol with a continuously decreasing radius to generate an appropriately shaped 

substrate; this substrate was probed by APT to create an elemental map of a portion of a 

cell102 (Fig. 6).

Future prospects

Despite recent developments in FIB technology in biology, hurdles remain. For example, the 

current rate of success of generating cryo-TEM samples with targeted FIB milling is highly 

variable, with mechanical stability, de-vitrification and contamination accounting for a large 

number of failures. With FIB-SEM imaging, mechanical and electronic constraints of 

current instrument design, as well as the inherent speed limitations of FIB milling, may 

impose practical limitations on the resolution and size of imageable volumes, as well as the 

number of samples that can be imaged in any given study. Indeed, for large samples, FIBs 

may have to be supplanted by laser ablation to mill away the bulk of material to quickly get 

to the ROIs103. The precision with which FIB milling is used to excavate material to reach 

target locations also needs improvement. Mistakes in FIB milling are irreversible given the 

destructive nature of the FIB; however, the development of fiducials and cross-imaging 

platforms is leading to improvements in this area104.
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Recent improvements in support systems and cryo-compatible transfer devices are making 

the transfer of cryogenic samples more dependable. The use of FIB-SEMs for cryo-

techniques is in its infancy, but this approach holds promise and is likely to yield biological 

breakthroughs once current issues of charging and stability are resolved. Correlative 

platforms are improving the efficiency of locating and imaging ROIs in multiple modalities. 

The toolbox of correlative and chemical tags is set to expand, and this will aid in efforts 

toward complete automation of 3D correlation from multiple imaging modalities. Hybrid 

methodologies including physical sectioning along with FIB-SEM imaging are increasing 

the scope of the technique. Beneficial changes are also being made to the instruments; new 

column and detector technologies are improving image quality, and powerful scan 

generators have dramatically increased the scope of FIBs. Software solutions are allowing 

robust automated image acquisition with minimal manual intervention and maximum image 

quality. Through all of these advances, the FIB-SEM is gradually being converted from a 

high-end instrument into a robust imaging tool.

A major bottleneck in large-volume imaging is data segmentation. Image-processing tools 

can now align and process large amounts of acquired data relatively quickly, but the 

completely automated extraction of features of choice from a variety of 3D cellular images 

is far from a reality. Although some significant advances have been made with different 

approaches, especially in the field of connectomics19,105–107, the segmentation of these data 

for analysis, interpretation and presentation in a meaningful manner continues to be data set-

specific, and mostly manual and slow. The creation of a centralized set of programs with 

widely applicable commands for FIB-SEM image processing, segmentation and 

visualization, perhaps similar to IMOD108, could help catalyze some of these steps. One 

optimistic scenario is that a convergence of sample processing, specific tags and image-

acquisition protocols may result in broad categories of data set ‘types5 that could be 

subjected to sets of generalizable segmentation algorithms and parameters to extract features 

of interest. Paired with standardization of FIB-SEM metadata, these steps could potentially 

transform the visualization and distribution of 3D data sets and/or features of interest. FIB-

SEM imaging is poised to become part of mainstream biological imaging, and when paired 

with other imaging modalities, it could open up new areas of biology to investigation in the 

future.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1 |. 
3D imaging of large biological samples by FIB-SEM. (a) Large biological samples that have 

been fixed either conventionally (by aldehydes) or cryogenically (by high-pressure freezing), 

stained by heavy metals, resin embedded and mounted are introduced into the FIB-SEM 

chamber. Here, chosen areas of the sample are ‘trenched’ to reveal the region of interest and 

then subjected to an iterative cycle of resin milling by the FIB (yellow beam) followed by 

SEM (blue beam) imaging of the newly revealed face to produce a 2D image stack. The 

patterned protective platinum (Pt) pad atop the sample to be imaged allows automatic beam 

tuning and slice-thickness control. The 2D image stack is then computationally converted to 

a 3D volume, aligned and segmented to reveal the 3D structure of interest, (b–d) A 

representative example of 3D tissue imaging using a mouse intestinal sample109. Shown are 

an image stack (b), a selected slice through the stack (c) and a segmented representation of 

an extensively branched mitochondrion present in the imaged volume (d). Scale bar, 1 μm. 

Panels b–d reprinted from Encyclopedia of Cell Biology, Vol. 2, Hartnell, L.M. et al., 
“Imaging cellular architecture with 3D SEM,” 44–50, Copyright 2016, with permission from 

Elsevier.
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Figure 2 |. 
Visualizing cells and cell-cell contacts in three dimensions. (a,b) Stacks of FIB-SEM images 

rich in ultrastructural detail (a; inset: top, endoplasmic reticulum; middle, mitochondria; 

bottom, Golgi) can be segmented to reveal cellular structures in three dimensions (b; 

nucleus, purple; endoplasmic reticulum, orange; mitochondria, red)60. Scale bars, 3 mm 

(left), 400 nm (insets). (c,d) Slice from an FIB-SEM image stack (c) and segmentation of 3D 

volume (d) of a T cell-astrocyte virological synapse showing HIV virions (boxed and insets) 

appearing to surf ‘bridges’ between the cells. Scale bars, 1 μm (inset, 100 nm). (e) Long 

filopodia connecting distant T cells and potentially serving as conduits for HIV 

transmission, as captured by FIB-SEM55. Panel a reprinted from Journal of Structural 
Biology, Vol. 185, Narayan, K. et al, “Multi-resolution correlative focused ion beam 

scanning electron microscopy; applications to cell biology,” 278–284, Copyright 2014, with 

permission from Elsevier. Panel b reprinted from Journal of Structural Biology, Vol. 166, 

Heymann, J.A. et al, “3D imaging of mammalian cells with ion-abrasion scanning electron 

microscopy,” 1–7, Copyright 2009, with permission from Elsevier. Panels c–e copyright © 

American Society for Microbiology (Journal of Virology, Vol. 88, 2014, 10327–10339, doi:

10.1128/JVI.00788-14).
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Figure 3 |. 
Imaging the large and small by FIB-SEM. (a) Very large fields of view including many HIV-

infected cells (top) can be imaged at resolutions high enough to visualize individual virions 

in the same image (bottom; panels show increasing magnifications of the boxed region 

above)55. (b) Using fiducial markers, confocal (top) and FIB-SEM image volumes (bottom, 

corresponding to the boxed area above) can be registered; correlative fiducials are denoted 

by red channels (top) and areas circled in red (bottom). (c,d) FIB-SEM image (c) and 

segmentation (d) of individual HIV cores (dark signal in c (top and bottom), segmented 

green region in d) associated with TRIM5-α bodies (fuzzy gray body in c (top and bottom), 

segmented red region in d) in the cytoplasm of infected cells. With CLEM one can locate 

these cores and visualize them in three dimensions, achieving imaging across a volume scale 

of 109 in a single FIB-SEM imaging experiment60. (e) A model for HIV transport to the 

nucleus; the postfusion intermediate of the viral core is stabilized by association with the 

surface of TRIM5-α bodies. Scale bars, 9 μm (a, top); 1.2 μm, 600 nm, 300 nm and 150 nm 

(a, bottom, from left to right); 10 μm (b, top); 5 μm (b, bottom); 400 nm (c, top); and 100 

nm (c, bottom). Panel a copyright © American Society for Microbiology (Journal of 
Virology, Vol. 88, 2014, 10327–10339, doi:10.1128/JVI.00788-14). Panels b–d reprinted 

from Journal of Structural Biology, Vol. 185, Narayan, K. et al., “Multi-resolution 

correlative focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy; applications to cell biology,” 

278–284, Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 4 |. 
3D imaging of specific targets with correlative LM and FIB-SEM. (a) LM of a biological 

sample grown on or attached to an alphanumerically coded gridded coverslip produces a 

‘coordinate map’ whose fidelity is maintained after resin embedding in situ, allowing 

location of the ROI for FIB-SEM imaging, (b) Fluorescence microscopy of tagged targets in 

the biological sample yields a 2D or 3D ‘target map’. FIB-SEM images subsequently 

acquired from the same sample can then be registered to the fluorescence image, allowing 

the user to reliably obtain the nanoscale 3D structures of specific fluorescent targets in a 

sample.
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Figure 5 |. 
FIB thinning and lift-out of specimens for cryo-imaging. Cells grown or pipetted on TEM 

grids are plunge-frozen in liquid ethane and transferred to an FIB-SEM under cryogenic 

temperatures. A chosen area is FIB-milled tangentially either from one direction to produce 

a wedge or from above and below to produce a lamella, revealing the region to be imaged. 

This region, still encased in vitreous ice, is now thin enough to be imaged in the FIB-SEM in 

scanning transmission electron microscopy mode, or it can be transferred to a transmission 

electron microscope under cryogenic conditions and imaged at high resolution.
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Figure 6 |. 
FIBs in chemical imaging, (a) Cells grown on a silicon nitride substrate and then plunge-

frozen and freeze-dried can be FIB-milled almost parallel to the substrate surface; this clean 

cross-sectional cut of the cell exposes its interior, which can then be probed by SIMS to 

produce a spatial map of the chemical composition of the inside of the cell, (b) Using a 

circular FIB milling pattern with decreasing radii, portions of freeze-dried cells are sculpted 

into a thin needle shape ~100 nm wide. The resulting sample can be probed by APT to yield 

an information-rich 3D atomic-level chemical map. (c) Principle of approach to chemical 

imaging using SIMS in which cellular components are sputtered by the incident beam 

(yellow). (d,e) SIMS images from cells grown on a silicon substrate revealing all ions (d) 

and plasma membrane markers (e; phosphatidylcholine headgroups, green; silicon substrate, 

blue) resolve some filopodial extensions (inset). (f–i) Low-dose SEM (f,h) and SIMS 

chemical images (g,i) of cells before (f,g) and after (h,i) tangential FIB milling reveal the 

structural and chemical signatures of the cells midway through the cell volume. Green, 

phosphatidylcholine; red, DAPI (cell nucleus)96. (j,k) In APT, an annular pattern of milling 

by the FIB can be used to generate ‘tips’ from cells (j), from which low-mass ions can be 

extracted to obtain a mass spectrum (k) and 3D nanoscale elemental maps can be 

reconstructed (k, inset; C+ m/z = 12, brown; K+ m/z = 39, green; Na+ m/z = 23, pink)102. 

Scale bars, (d) 50 μm, (f) 30 μm, (j) 1 μm and (k, insets) 50 nm. Panels b, j and k reprinted 

from Journal of Structural Biology, Vol. 178, Narayan, K. et al., “Chemical mapping of 

mammalian cells by atom probe tomography,” 98–107, Copyright 2012, with permission 

from Elsevier. Panels c–i from Szakal, C. et al., “Compositional mapping of the surface and 
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interior of mammalian cells at submicrometer resolution,” Anal. Chem. 83, 1207–1213 

(2011), American Chemical Society.
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